
MANAGE YOUR AREA WITH CONFIDENCE 
Now more than ever, communities are relying on 
government bodies for ongoing effective management,  
the continuation of essential services, and planning for  
the future.

Help your organisation meet these community expectations, 
despite current and challenging conditions. Use high-
resolution aerial imagery, 3D content and location data from 
Nearmap to stay on top of changes in your area and keep 
important projects moving ahead. 

Captured: 01/02/2020
Rouse Hill, NSW

NEARMAP FOR 
GOVERNMENT 

Frequent aerial surveys provide the confidence of up-to-
date content, refreshed up to six times a year, to keep pace 
with the fastest-growing centres. Resulting high-quality 
content provides decision-supporting detail that truly 
enables key personnel, including asset managers, urban 
planners, and GIS professionals, to do what they do best.



CURRENT AND HISTORIC CONTENT
Nearmap regularly captures large urban areas up 
to six times a year, so you always have up-to-date 
aerial imagery at your fingertips with each image 
timestamped. With more than a decade of imagery 
in most coverage areas, organisations can easily 
explore both current and historic content to gain a 
deeper understanding of any location - to validate, 
verify and generate insights that would otherwise 
not be possible.

WHO IS NEARMAP? 
Founded in 2007, Nearmap is a leading aerial imagery and 
geospatial technology provider, delivering content at scale 
and covering large urban areas throughout Australia, the 
United States, New Zealand, and Canada. 

Nearmap is one of the world’s 10 Most Innovative 
Companies of 2020, according to Fast Company and 
recognised as an Australian technology pioneer, listed on 
the ASX and headquartered in Sydney. Among its ‘deep 
tech’ credentials, Nearmap combines patented plane-
mounted camera systems, world-class survey operations 
capability, and an automated photogrammetry pipeline,  
to provide imagery within days of capture.

THE NEARMAP DIFFERENCE
With far clearer resolution than free satellite imagery, and 
more regularly updated coverage compared with other 
imagery providers, Nearmap is a comprehensive solution for 
local and state government.

Imagery produced by our next generation camera system 
has an industry-leading average resolution of 5.7cm, 
allowing for the reliable assessment of important properties 
and assets.

See cracks in the road, identify asset location and status, 
monitor development projects and contractor compliance, 
increase data collection accuracy, and verify current 
conditions with our recent and historical imagery.

WIDE-SCALE COVERAGE
Nearmap has an extensive and regular, wide-scale 
capture program that covers 89% of Australia’s 
population, including the top 140 cities and towns, 
with more than 446,700 square kilometres covered 
annually. It’s more than likely we’ll have your 
locations of interest covered, ready when needed.

QUICK AND CONSISTENT DELIVERY
Nearmap uses automation and scalable image 
processing to ensure the freshest imagery is on 
your desktop within days of capture. This speed of 
delivery is unrivalled, and ensures you are working 
with the most relevant, up-to-date source of truth on 
the ground.

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION
Nearmap imagery can be integrated with third-
party software via API, including the leading GIS, 
CAD, and asset management platforms. You can 
also seamlessly view Nearmap in the ArcGIS suite, 
including ArcGIS Online, ArcGIS Enterprise, and 
ArcGIS Pro. 

ENABLES WORKING REMOTELY
Nearmap is easy to use for those working remotely. 
A Nearmap account can be set up in a matter 
of minutes, with no additional software required. 
Instantly stream Nearmap high resolution imagery  
to any connected device through our intuitive 
web app or APIs. Easily view, measure, and export 
Vertical, Oblique, 3D, and historical imagery 
wherever you are. Offline imagery is available  
upon request.

Captured: 04/03/2020
Elizabeth Quay, WA
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Captured: 23/02/2020
Mallacoota, VIC

TRACK CHANGE OVER TIME
Laverton, VIC

INTEGRATE NEARMAP WITH YOUR 
PREFERRED PLATFORM
Nearmap integrates with the leading GIS, 
CAD, and asset management platforms.

COMPARE CHANGE OVER TIME 
WITH HISTORIC IMAGERY
Contextualise your environment for a 
deeper understanding of any location. 

ALL THE DETAIL, IN HIGH RESOLUTION   
CLEAR DATE AND TIME-STAMPED IMAGERY
Nearmap offers much higher resolution  
than satellite imagery, at an unprecedented 
update frequency.



PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Nearmap for Government is a subscription-based service with flexible options tailored to suit your needs. A Nearmap 
subscription means your users will always have the most current imagery to work with.

WHAT IS GROUND SAMPLING DISTANCE (GSD)? 
In aerial mapping applications, the Ground Sampling Distance (GSD) represents the distance, measured on the ground, 
between the centres of two adjacent pixels of a digital image. An image with 5cm/pixel GSD means the locations of two 
consecutive pixels are 5cm apart on the ground.

VERTICAL/ORTHO
• GSD: 5.6 - 7.5 cm
• Absolute Horizontal Accuracy: 19.1-60 cm RMSEr
• High resolution top-down imagery
• Measure length, area, or radius on MapBrowser

OBLIQUES
• GSD: 7.6 cm
• Multi-perspective aerial view at a 45-degree angle
• View four directional aspects with a gallery of individual 

source images
• Accurate height, slope, and roof area measurements

PANORAMA
• GSD: 5.6 - 7.5 cm
• Multi-perspective aerial views at a 45-degree angle
• View four directional aspects in a seamless mosaic

3D VIEWER
• 360-degree, immersive view of 3D textured mesh
• Pan & zoom, and measure height, length, pitch, area, and 

elevation (RL values)
3D EXPORT
• 3D data sets: Textured Mesh, DSM, True Ortho, Point 

Cloud
• File formats: .3MX, .SLPK, .b3dm, .OSGB, .OBJ, .FBX, 

.GeoTIF, .JPEG, .ASCII, .LAS
• Available via web app or offline delivery

Captured: 17/02/2020
St Kilda Road Station, VIC

Captured: 17/12/2019
St Kilda Road Station, VIC

Captured: 17/12/2019
St Kilda Road Station, VIC

Captured: 11/2019
St Kilda Road Station, VIC



MapBrowser APIs 3rd-party Integrations

MapBrowser is a simple, intuitive web 
application that allows you to view, 
measure, and export imagery and data 
from your desktop or tablet. 

Nearmap has a range of imagery and 
other content APIs available for use in your 
in-house IT & GIS systems.

Nearmap works with a range of GIS 
and CAD solutions, enabling instant 
access to high resolution 2D and 3D 
content from within the application.

• Search & View

• Measure & Annotate

• Projects

• Export

• Split View

• KML Import

• Boundaries

• Tile API (TMS)

• Web Mapping Service (WMS)

• Coverage API

• DSM and True Ortho API

• Image API

• GIS - ArcGIS Online, ArcGIS Enterprise, 
ArcGIS Pro, ArcMAP, Geocortex

• Design - AutoCAD Civil 3D, AutoCAD 
Map 3D, InfraWorks 360, MicroStation

• Asset Management - Cityworks

EASY TO USE AND INTEGRATE
We understand that each government agency and local council is unique. That’s why Nearmap content is built to give you 
and your users an easy, seamless experience. Some organisations leave the mapping to a few advanced GIS users, while 
others want to empower non-technical users with the latest location intelligence. Whatever your approach, we’ve got three 
simple ways to plug Nearmap into your workflows — without interrupting critical operations and processes. 

Captured: 24/10/2019
Albert Street Station, QLD



“Nearmap is our eye in the sky. 
We can identify site changes, 
when they were made, and 
sometimes by whom. Big 
savings on site visits. We can 
do basic ‘measure-ups’ without 
leaving the office. Saves time 
and money.” 
—Engineering Director

“We used the timeline to view 
an image of the property pre-
dating the maintenance works, 
and, by zooming down, were 
able to see clearly that the 
cracks were already there. It 
was then just a matter of going 
to see the property owner, 
showing him the photo, and 
the dispute was over.” 
—Manager, Contract and 
Procurement 

“I really like how Nearmap is 
integrated into the GIS stack. 
We’re able to stay on top of 
new developments, roads, and 
addresses. Being able to have 
Nearmap imagery integrated 
into our GIS systems helps us 
be much more accurate.” 
—GIS Administrator

TRANSFORM THE 
WAY YOU WORK
1800 632 762  
www.nearmap.com
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Ripley, QLD
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Kurnell, NSW

Captured: 02/03/2020
Wynyard, TAS


